Game Developer
Company Description:
iN2L is dedicated to helping older adults realize the full benefits of adaptive technology by integrating
hardware, software, media, ergonomic, and adaptive components to allow anyone to use our products. The
system is built on a picture-based, touch-screen interface that allows users to simply “touch” their way to find
engaging, educational, spiritual, and personalized content that is appropriate to their level of cognitive and
physical ability. From using e-mail and web cams to connect with family and friends, enjoying mind-stimulating
activities, and improving hand-eye coordination as part of a rehabilitation program, elders with a wide range of
physical and cognitive abilities can enjoy technology using systems adapted especially for them.
Position Summary
We are currently seeking a GAME DEVELOPER. This position will perform a wide range of duties in a very
small IT department. Ideal candidate must be able to adapt to changing demands and environments, be willing
to learn new skills and technologies, and take ownership of problems to reach successful conclusions. In this
position, the attitude of “not in my job description” will not work. We need someone looking for variety and
opportunities.









Responsible for gathering, organizing, and editing information for publication in web-based product.
Content may consist of prose, graphics, pictures, recordings, movies or other digital assets. Transform
raw content into presentable content within custom interface.
Work with Content Department to support the release cycle, manage the release of product to
customers systems, ensure all customer deployments’ success, timelines and deadlines are met.
Create new scripts using HTML5, JavaScript and JavaScript Libraries.
Rewrite HTML scripts and Flash applications to be HTML5 compliant.
Diagnose and troubleshoot problems with proprietary or internally developed programs.
Process videos and images for web based publishing.
Build, Maintain and Upgrade Servers as needed.

Candidate must have Experience in the following:


In-depth knowledge of Web development technologies, protocols and databases including JavaScript
and HTML5, and image and video processing. (XUL a plus).



Linux and Windows Server configuration and management



Familiarity with Android, iOS and/or Firefox OS a plus

Willingness to perform a variety of tasks, be deadline oriented and follow through on problem solving and
constantly learn new skills and technologies. Good communication skills, including excellent documentation
skills will be necessary for success in this position. College degree and 2 years of experience, and/or 5 years
equivalent work experience required. Due to the nature of this position and needs of the organization, the
position must be based in Denver, Colorado. No remote or contract employment is available.
Please send resumes with cover letters, including salary requirements to careers@iN2L.com

